
Please

√ check Alcohol Related Video Resources

A1

A2

Fatal Vision News Coverage-Talks to a mother which loses her son

to drinking and driving. Police officers go to different high schools

and use the Fatal Vision Goggles to show teens what it's like to drink

and how your brain reacts. Shows them things that they do everyday

and with the Fatal Vision Goggles you can't do them.

Length 16:42

VHS

A3

A4

Fatal Vision Ghost Driver - Ghost Driver that was killed in an

alcohol related car crash talks to teens about what happens if and

when you are caught drinking and driving.

Length 5:23

VHS

A5

A6

A Fatal Story - Father talks about the pain that he lives with

everyday after his son was killed from drinking and driving. He was

on a country road drinking and rolled his mothers truck.

Length 5:31

VHS

A7

A58

The Aftermath - is a very powerful, emotionally charged film that

deals with the tragedy of alcohol-related crashes. The substance of the

film deals with the grief and agony that was experienced as a result of

this alcohol-related crash. There are no actors in this film. The victims,

families and friends who appear in "The Aftermath" are determined to

spare others from the suffering they have endured that were caused by

one man's choice to drink and drive.

VHS

A8

A9

A54

A55

Brandon Tells His Story- You're about to meet a remarkable young

man who has paid-and will keep on paying a terrible price for a stupid

choice he made when he was seventeen. Brandon had a few drinks at

a party, managed to drive his friends home, then wrapped his car

around a tree. He spent the next two and a half months in a coma, the

next two years in rehab. His speech is slurred, his walk is unsteady,

his memory is permanently impaired. You'll see first hand Brandon's

fight everyday to get his life back to where it was. You'll meet his

friends and family, most of all, you see how many lives can be

changed forever by one irresponsible decision. Length: 28 min.

VHS

DVD



A10 MADD Against Drunk Driving-Drunk driving offenders court

ordered to sit in on a Victims Impact Panel of family members who

have lost loved ones to drunk drivers. Length 14:04 min

VHS

A12 Road Predators -DWI Crashes- The Hard Core Drunk Driver- They

will drive 300-400 times with at least a 1.5% or higher alcohol rate

before they ever get caught. What happens after they get caught.

What a hard core drunk driver will do to keep drinking and driving.

VHS

A13 North West High School Wichita KS Mock DUI Crash- Length

17 min

VHS

A14 MADD Someone Chose to Drink and Drive - A families 15 year

old son and grandmother were killed in a crash by a drunk driver.

Because a 20-year old man had chosen to drink and drive, their family

was forced to live with overwhelming pain and grief for the rest of

their lives. In this live presentation to a group of teenagers, They have

attempted to share some of the anguish and sorrow suffered by their

family and other victims of this crime. Length: 25 min

VHS

A15 Alcoholic Blackouts and the Brain- This program documents

causes and consequences of alcoholic blackouts -- a form of amnesia.

Young people are more likely to have a blackout than older adults.

Kevin Price drove the wrong way on the interstate, causing a crash

that killed five people. Now serving eight to twenty-one years in

prison, he has no memory of the event. Length: 14 min

VHS

A16 Tips for Social Functions -TIPS is a program that teaches servers

and sellers of alcohol how to recognize, detect and prevent

intoxication in their patrons. TIPS for Social Functions addresses the

unique situations associated with alcohol sales or service at social

events, such as wedding receptions, banquets, country clubs and

private parties. Although similar to the on-premise situation, social

functions often have subtle differences that affect intervention

techniques. Recommended Program Length: 4 hours

VHS

A17 This Place (FACE) -This is a powerful movie that challenges viewers

to recognize the many ways that society allows and even encourages

children to drink alcohol. Perhaps most importantly, it demonstrates

the power of ordinary citizens to take meaningful action that will

change the culture of drinking in their communities. It is a call to

action that every parent needs to see. In the US alone, alcohol kills

more kids than all illegal drugs combined.

VHS



A18 Tips for the University-TIPS for the University is an alcohol

intervention training program that teaches participants in a social

setting to recognize, detect and prevent intoxication. This program

prepares students and administrators with the techniques and

confidence to intervene effectively to prevent alcohol-related

problems. Participants are taught how alcohol affects the body, the

legal liabilities associated with consumption of alcohol, signs of

intoxication, and strategies to prevent underage drinking and high-risk

consumption. Recommended Program Length: 2 hours

VHS

A19 TV Shows on DUI & Alcohol Problems-The Justice Files-includes

news stories on a train crash that occurred when conductor was under

the influence of marijuana, Boating under the influence, the Kentucky

bus crash, VIP in Oregon. Primetime Live: News story on crack

down on repeat DUI offenders in Buffalo, NY. Turning Point-

"Drunk Drivers License to Kill" Highlights a 15-time DUI offender's

journey through the criminal Justice System after he kills a Texas

Highway Patrolman while DUI. Also shows some prevention methods

such as taking young DUI offenders to an emergency room to view

people injured by DUI crashes. Highlights various other related issues

related of DUI. Oprah-Show looks at binge drinking among college

students as well as other alcohol consumption issues. Primetime Live-

News segment highlights issue of the responsibility of drinking

establishments and liquor stores. Takes a look at server training for

clerks and bar tenders.

VHS

A20 A Wrong of Passage-is a 26 minute video geared toward parents.

Adults Unite to STOP Underage Drinking. "choices" the companion

piece and is geared toward youth. Video series is very powerful and

emotionally intense. Viewers are often very somber after

presentations. Many are tearful. After showing, viewers also seem

motivated to ask, "Now what?" or "What's next?". It seems to be a

vehicle to energize and motivates the audience to "take action",

whether it be in their own family, neighborhood, workplace, school,

religious group, ect.

VHS



A21

A60

Consequences- How Drinking & Driving Tears Lives to Pieces- On

September 19, 1999, high school senior Reginald Stephey drove home

drunk and slammed into a car carrying five people. Two were killed

instantly. Jacqueline Saburido, a 20-year old student, was trapped

inside when the car caught fire. Badly burned, she now has no ears, no

hair, no nose and she can't use her hands. The night that Jacqui

Saberio lost her face, her vision and her independence, Reggie

Stephey lost his freedom and bright future. Featuring candid

interviews with Jacqui and Reggie, this documentary-style video

recounts the incident that changed both of their lives and provides a

sober reminder about the dangers of drinking and driving.

VHS

DVD

A22 Choices- Produced by the City of Overland Park, Kansas. This video

has 3 different stories about bad Choices that they made. Brian's

Story… he chose to drink and drive one night and played chicken with

a semi truck and lost the life he once knew. Claire story....choices that

she made about drugs and alcohol, then she tried to end her life.

Susan's story....a mother that lost her son to 3 bad choices one night.

Drinking, driving too fast and not wearing a seat belt. Teens

discussing the effects of bad choices they have made and the good

choices they are living now. Length: 19 min

VHS

A23 Budweiser I.D. Training- TIPS training video will teach you How to

check ID, What types of ID are acceptable, How to spot second party

sales, How to recognize behavioral cues, What to do? Length: 8:58

min

VHS



A24

A25

A26

A27

A28

The Truth About Drinking- School Version- Alcohol kills more than

five times the number of people killed by cocaine, heroin, and every

other illegal drug combined. Yet for teenagers, alcohol is the number

one drug of choice, and many consider it "cool" to drink as much as

they can in social situations involving their peers. "The Truth About

Drinking provides substantial support to Health and Life Skills units

on behavioral choices and personal health. Students' comprehension of

the consequences of drinking are expanded and reinforced as the

program's teen drinkers experience the potential results of alcohol use

from every perspective, including: how drinking impairs a person's

coordination, vision, and reaction time; how the brain and other organs

suffer lasting damage from alcohol use; how a drunk person really

drives; and how drinking can lead to spending months in a

rehabilitation center. The program culminates in a realistic simulation

of the "deaths" of three participants who got into a car with a fourth

who was driving drunk. The teens watch videotape of their parents'

reaction to the news. The driver is then "booked" and sent to prison.

The three victims visit the coroner's office to learn of the fatal injuries

each suffered in the crash. Finally, the foursome attend the funerals of

the three who "died" in the crash and listen as their parents read

tributes to their children. Length: 30 min

VHS

DVD

A29

A30
The Truth About Drinking- Parents Version- VHS

A31 A32

A33 A34

A35 A36

A37 A38

A39 A40

A41

A42

SMASHED: Toxic Tales of Teens & Alcohol - Toxic Tales of Teens

and Alcohol. SMASHED pulls no punches in its graphic presentation

of the devastating consequences of underage drinking and impaired

driving. Focusing on the effects of impaired driving collisions when

the victims do not die, it shows young crash victims from their arrival

at the shock trauma facility and follows their progress over time. It

features interviews with medical personal, the teens themselves, their

friends, and their families. Length: 55 min

VHS

A43 Driving Drunk: Your Choice? -Focuses on 4 real-life situations

where someone made the decision to drive drunk, and shows the long-

term effects of those choices. You'll meet two moms who lost a young

adult son and daughter to drunk drivers. You'll meet a man

responsible for his own single car crash. Now he lives with the result

of his choice. Finally, you'll meet a young man who insisted on driving

drunk in spite of efforts to stop him, killing a young mother and her

child. Their stories will affect you too, and influence your choices.

Length: 20 min

VHS



A44 My Garden’s Alive- The Fatal Decision to Drink & Drive- is the

riveting story of a drinking and driving tragedy and the far-reaching

effects it can have on an entire community. This docudrama examines

the untimely death of 12-year old Annie Davis as seen through the

eyes of her friends, family and teachers. Over and over the viewer is

told of the extraordinary talent and creativity Annie possessed; talents

now lost to the rest of the world.

VHS

A45 The MADD Safe-Driving Video -shows the range of things that can

happen when drinking and driving come together. You will hear real

people talking about their lives. You will see how one bad decision

about drinking can cause you major inconvenience and cost you large

amounts of money. You will also see how drinking and driving can

destroy your life-or someone else's. You'll meet the family and friend

of a great kid who was killed by an alleged drunk driver. You will see

a drunk driving simulator that is used to show how even one drink can

have a major impact on your ability to function. You'll also get to see

the inside of a jail where you will end up when you're arrested for

driving under the influence of alcohol or other drugs. And you'll meet

people who are joining the movement for change. Look, it's only about

twenty minutes. It could change your life. It could save somebody

else's life. Watch it. length: 20 min

VHS

A47 Heather Shelley In my Time-music video about waiting until you

are 21 to drink.

DVD

A48 Youth Leadership Butler County 2002: Flat Line Walk-Through

Drama-group of High School students putting on a docudrama about

"peer pressure" of going to a party where there will be drugs and

alcohol. Shows boyfriend putting drugs into his girlfriends beer. His

girlfriend passes out. The police are called and the girlfriend goes to

the ER and then dies. Then SRO's are talking to the students after the

docudrama and that peer pressure is harder to deal with at the party.

Better to not go at all. First docudrama is about 23 min

VHS

A49 Cops in Shops Training-This video talks about Cops in Shops and

the goals to stop underage attempts to purchase alcohol. Also about

Adults buying alcohol for underage teens. What to look for on ID's.

Length 9.57 min

VHS



A50 Start Talking Before They Start Drinking-Ad council PSA Kit.

Use these PSAs to encourage parents to talk to their children about

underage drinking. As a local partner in Drinking Prevention, you

know that parent involvement in getting this message to young people

is critical. These public service advertisements (PSAs) can help. The

ads encourage parents to speak to their children early and often about

the dangers of underage drinking. They have already been distributed

to more than 25,000 public service directors around the country, but

you can help spread the word locally! Gives you Kit

Overview/Television/Radio/Print/Website and Fact sheets and

additional information.

DVD

A51 Alcohol Prevention Bingo-An educational game for teens about

alcohol prevention

Game

A52 Be a good Neighbor Be a Designated Driver-Reference materials

and video State Farm has available in reference to teen driving and

also drinking and driving. The information is NOT intended for

audiences under 21 years of age.

VHS

A53 Too Smart To Start-A public education initiative that provides

research-based strategies and materials to professionals and volunteers

at the community level to help them conduct and underage alcohol use

preventions initiative. The goal is to decrease the risk of underage

alcohol use by increasing the knowledge and skills of 9 to 13-year olds

and of their parents and caregivers so they can positively address

underage alcohol use issues. In order to help communities reach this

goal, Too Smart to Start was created with three objectives. 1. Increase

the number of conversations that parents/caregivers and their 9-13-

year olds have about the harms of underage alcohol use. 2. Increase

the percentage of 9 to 13-years-olds and their parents/caregivers who

see underage alcohol use as harmful. 3. Increase public disapproval of

underage alcohol use.

CD

ROM

A56 Alcohol and the Brain- Social events and alcohol - do you think they

go hand-in-hand? Learn what happens in your brain and in your body's

other major organs when you drink. This informative video discusses

the psychopharmacological aspects of alcohol. Learning Objectives: 1)

Students will learn about the dangerous long-term and short-term

effects of alcohol abuse. 2) Students will learn about what happens to

the brain when alcohol is consumed. 3) The effects that alcohol has on

the brain and on the body will be illustrated. A study guide is included

with questions and answers. Length: 16 min

DVD



A57 Angie-Seventeen-year-old Angie has just died in an alcohol-related

traffic crash. She narrates this short film from beyond the grave,

retracing her steps to show how she was killed. This film uses drama,

special effects, and even a bit of comedy to serve as a warning to

teenagers about the dangers of driving under the influence. The film

also covers other subjects including excessive speed, safety belt use

and peer pressure. Length:11 min

DVD

A59 Drinking & Driving: A Dead End-Myths about drinking and driving

are dissected and destroyed through a question and answer session

between high school kids and police officers. Peer-driven with a close,

personal look at drinking and driving, this video illustrates how

drinking and driving affect a myriad of lives in our society. Emergency

room doctors and nurses emphasize the inevitable dangers of blending

alcohol with automobiles.

Length: 22 min

DVD

A61 Just Call me Crash-Denise Wagoner shares the powerful story of

her drunk driving crash which led to multiple skull fractures, crushed

ribs, brain swelling, the loss of both eyes, crushed vertebrae and the

breaking of every facial bone. Expected to die within 24-hours, she

survived and is now disfigured, blind and brain damaged. A graphic

and horrific story that is sure to remain with viewers for a long, long

time. Length: 15 min

DVD



1-800-416-2522 Fax: 785-233-1342

Video Check-Out Form

Name: ______________________________________________________

Organization: ______________________________________________________________

Phone: ______________________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________________

Date Requested: ______________________________________________________________

Planned Return Date: ______________________________________________________________

Signature: ______________________________________________________________

KTSRO Staff Signature:______________________________________________________________

(Once received back)

The KTSRO Video Library is available to anyone free of charge. Checkout length is two

weeks unless other arrangements have been made with KTSRO. All videos must be

returned in the condition they were received. If videos are not returned or are returned in

bad condition you will be held responsible for replacing that video to the KTSRO Video

Library in a timely manner. Please send this form in along with the video list where you

should have circled the titles you would like to checkout.


